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The timing diagram above shows an example of a AXI read transfer of four 32 bit words. D0, 
D1, D2, and D3. The read occurs at the starting address ADDR. These are variables as denoted 
by the < > markers. 
 
Testbench Outputs (AXI Master) 

 
● ACLK Clock source  
● ARADDR Master outputs read address 
● ARVALID Master outputs read address valid control signal  
● RREADY Master ready to read the data from the slave 

 
DUT Outputs (AXI Slave) 
 

● ARREADY Read address ready.  
● RDATA Read data.  
● RVALID Read data valid. 
● RLAST Read last word terminates cycle  

 
We need to annotate the diagram to specify clock cycle delays that indicate when outputs can 
occur (are valid) from the DUT or Testbench.  I'll show only a couple of these constraints for 
brevity, but realize there can be many more.  Note: Change timing diagram to show the 
constraint labels used below 
 
VAL_2_RDY. [0-5] clock cycles from ARVALID asserted from TB 
RDY_2_VLD. [0-5] clock cycles from RVALID asserted from DUT 
 
The diagram below shows these 2 constraints. I used the Pulse Width Labels to annotate the 
diagram. [ ] brackets will be used for clock based constraints.  Note: change diagram below from 
< > to [ ] for the constraints. 
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Once the diagram is complete,  you can save a test case by selecting the testbench -> “create 
test case”  from the top menu or pop-up menu.  This will cause a new panel to be displayed on 
the left of diagram that has input text boxes for each variable and constraint in the diagram. Test 
cases can be added and edited in this panel.  They are saved in same .tim file as the diagram. 
Note: Have option to also enter values for variables and constraints directly in the diagram.  
 
Multiple test cases can be used to generate a large timing diagram quickly.  Let's say I add the 
following test cases.  
 

Test Case  Signals  Constraints 

axi_read_slow_mem ADDR = 1000 
D0 = 0000_0001 
D1 = 0000_0002 
D2 = 0000_0003 
D3 = 0000_0004 

VAL_2_RDY = 2 
RDY_2_VLD = 2 

axi_write_slow_mem ADDR = 1000 
D0 = 0000_0001 
D1 = 0000_0002 
D2 = 0000_0003 
D3 = 0000_0004 

VAL_2_RDY = 2 
RDY_2_VLD = 2 

axi_dma_fifo_write ADDR = 2000 
D0 = 0001_0000 
D1 = 0002_0000 
D2 = 0003_0000 
D3 = 0004_0000 

VAL_2_RDY = CR 
RDY_2_VLD = CR 

axi_dma_fifo_write ADDR = 2000 
D0 = 0001_0000 
D1 = 0002_0000 
D2 = 0003_0000 
D3 = 0004_0000 

VAL_2_RDY = CR 
RDY_2_VLD = CR 
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Once the test cases are saved.   Use the top menu or pop-up menu testbench -> “create test 
suite”.  In a panel that is displayed on the left of the diagram,  test cases are added to a list that 
makes up the test suite.  Once the test cases are added to the list,  enter the name of the test 
suite and save it.  For example,  I named the test suite “mem_test” and it contains all 4 test 
cases in the table above.  The test suite is saved in the same .tim file as the diagram.  
 
Once the test suite is saved,  a button in the panel “Generate Timing Diagram” will generate a 
new timing diagram in another tab that has each test case displayed in the sequence defined in 
the test suite with the values and constraints defined in the test cases.  The new large diagram 
filename is the test suite name.  
 
Signal Properties 
 

 
The image above shows the Clock panel that is displayed to the left of the timing diagram when 
a Digital Clock is added or edited.  The following parameters will be added to this panel. 
 

I/O DUT input or output 

Name in vector file Alias name for real signal 

Position in vector file Which column 
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The images above show the Bus and Signal panel that is displayed to the left of the timing 
diagram when a Digital Bus or Digital Signal is added or edited. The following parameters will 
be added to these panels. 

 

I/O DUT input or output 

Application time  
Observation time 

If DUT input, time from edge to assert signal 
If DUT output, time from edge to check DUT 
output  

Name in vector file Alias name for real signa 

Position in vector file Which column 
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Clock Cycle Accurate Testbenches 
Once the test suites and test cases have been created,  the test vector file is created using the 
top menu or pop-up menu -> “Create test vectors”. This creates a test vector text file that is 
used by the VHDL testbench.   The testbench reads DUT input signals values and compare 
expected DUT output values to actual DUT output values every clock cycle. Signals in the test 
vector file are specified in the columns while signal values are specified in each line for every 
clock cycle. The testbench applies the DUT input values at the specified application time and 
checks DUT output values at the specified observation time in the clock cycle.  The example 
below shows the part of the test vector file created for the axi_mem test suite.  The signals are 
shown at the top in columns followed by signal input and output definitions and then the clock 
cycle accurate definitions in each row for the axi_read_slow_mem test case.  
 
 

A A A R R R R 
D R R D L V R 
D V R A A A E 

 R A E T S L A 
 L A A T I D 

I D D Y 
 D Y 
# 
# DUT I/O i i o o o o i  
# 
# 
# axi_read_slow_mem  test case 
#  
ACLK 1 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 

2 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
3 0_0000_1000 1 0 X 0 0 0 
4 0_0000_1000 1 1 X 0 0 0 
5 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
6 X 0 0 X 0 0 1 
7 X 0 0 0000_0001 0 1 1 
8 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
9 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
10 X 0 0 X 0 0 1 
11 X 0 0 0000_0002 0 1 1 
12 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
13 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 
14 X 0 0 X 0 0 1 
15 X 0 0 0000_0003 0 1 1 
16 X 0 0 0000_0004 1 1 1 
17 x 0 0 X 0 0 0 
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After the test vector file has been created,  the VHDL testbench is created using the top menu 
or pop-up menu -> “Create Testbench”.   The testbench is complete and ready to use.  It will 
parse the test vector file and create clock cycle accurate stimulus for the DUT inputs from 
values specified in each row. The testbench will also compare the actual DUT outputs to the 
expected DUT outputs values specified in each row.  
 
Analog functions will be supported as well so test vectors that get created automatically will 
include analog signals with real values specified in each clock cycle.  They can be synchronized 
or gated with any digital signal for start or stop times.  Analog signals will be defined using 
common Spice time dependent sources such as PULSE, SIN, EXP, and PWL.  
 

Creating Test Stimulus 
The same steps can be used to automatically generate test stimulus source code in any 
language.  Once the diagram is created and test cases are test suites are defined,  we can 
automatically generate source code that can be used in any test program. 
 
From the top menu or pop-up menu,  one of the following options can be selected. 
 
TestStim -> “Generate C Array”  
TestStim -> “Generate VHDL Array” 
TestStim -> “Generate Verilog Array” 
TestStim -> “Generate SystemC Class” 
TestStim -> “Generate UVM Sequence and Transaction” 
 
 

Creating Test Drivers and Monitors 
TestStim -> “Generate VHDL State Machine Driver and Monitor” 
TestStim -> “Generate Verilog State Machine Driver and Monitor” 
TestStim -> “Generate SystemC Driver and Monitor” 
TestStim -> “Generate UVM Driver and Monitor” 
 
 
 
 
 
 


